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Expert reviewers at TheCarConnection. The 3-Series was completely redesigned for , but given
some mild styling changes for , the 3-Series continues to dominate the segment with an
uncanny mix of luxury, sportiness, driving pleasure, and laudable attention to detail. The line
includes coupes, sedans, and wagons, though variants share the same powertrains. Either
inline-six in the BMW 3-Series delivers excellent power and notable smoothness; the base
engine is surprisingly frugal. Styling is elegant and graceful both inside and out. The base
3-Series represents good value for the money, but options and the uplevel i quickly send prices
skyward. BMW's 3-Series has thankfully been spared the styling excesses of the recently
departed Chris Bangle. Retaining a graceful, athletic stance, the sedan is handsome and the
coupe beautiful from nose to tail. Bits of Bangle's flame-surfacing add interest and flair, but
here they are restrained and fitting with the 3-Series' mission. Too bad the rightfully maligned
iDrive ends up on many editions; the base edition's unbroken dash and simpler operation keep
it focused on devouring every foot of tarmac it traverses. BMW claims to have made iDrive a bit
easier with shortcut menu buttons surrounding the controller, but it's only a modest
improvement. BMW's 3-Series doesn't have that big a backseat, especially in the coupe version,
where the rear is best reserved for short hops. Clever seatbelt extenders eliminate the awkward
reach in the coupe, and despite admirable solidity, the long doors avoid being too heavy or
unwieldy. The base and optional sixes in the BMW 3-Series, both 3. The base engine yields
horsepower and pound-feet of torque; it feels far more powerful than those ratings suggest. The
uplevel twin-turbo, at an even hp and lb-ft of torque, melds turbine-like smoothness with
blistering acceleration. The base BMW i model is no slouch, combining a 6. The i isn't hugely
quicker, at 5. Passing maneuvers in the turbo are breathtaking. All-wheel drive xDrive in BMW
parlance is available with both engines and transmissions, but it adds weight, loses some of the
nimble feel, and reduces mileage; this option is best reserved for icy climes. Ride and handling
are perhaps the 3-Series' most outstanding features. The steering is telepathic regardless of
speed, surface, and all but the worst pavement irregularities. The ride is plush, planted, and
secure, and it's difficult to fluster in corners. Active steering is an expensive option on some
models, but we advise against tampering with perfection; some have criticized the system as
feeling occasionally strange and artificial. The speaker sound system includes two subwoofers
and is as crisp, usable, and powerful as everything else on this vehicle. Good, but not stellar,
showings in crash tests from the federal government and the insurance industry sully the
3-Series' reputation for being on top. The BMW 3-Series was rated four out of five stars in the
federal frontal test and five stars in the side test, and a sedan was given the top "good" rating in
frontal offset and side tests but "acceptable" in rear impact. BMW's foray into cutting-edge
styling with former chief designer Chris Bangle's "flame surfacing" technique was a failure
among both critics and consumers. In an effort to return to the days of critical acceptance of its
vehicles, BMW has ditched flame surfacing for its more traditional, and very graceful and
athletic, styling cues. Reviewers are very impressed with the revised styling of the BMW
3-Series, which Motor Trend says now has "a slightly sharper, more muscular appearance than
its predecessor. Reviewers have noted that small changes to the car's appearance should make
it more appealing, which Car and Driver punctuated with "friendlier-looking" front air intakes
and better looking headlights with LED turn signals housed in a cool-looking grid. Edmunds
reviewers point out that "some of the sedan and wagon's more questionable styling elements
have been rectified" with the addition of "a new front fascia that's reminiscent of the sexier
coupe and convertible. If you're seeking a flashy interior, TheCarConnection. It's not that there's
anything wrong with this BMW lineup's interior appearance, but rather that the interior tends
toward the conservative side. Edmunds finds that the BMW 3-Series "interiors provide a
restrained show of luxury," and although they can be "a tad plain, the emphasis in on driver
comfort and involvement"â€”elements that no driving purist can argue against. For the BMW
3-Series, Motor Trend notes the availability of "new colors and materials" on the interior, while
Automobile Magazine raves about the fact that the "ergonomics are great, though [they] miss
the angled IP of the last-generation [BMW] 3-Series. One stint behind the wheel of the BMW
3-Series is enough to realize that BMW hasn't lost touch with its long-standing reputation for
making cars for those who enjoy driving. BMW has made a name for itself in many ways, but
perhaps none more significant than its trademark inline-6 engines. A pair of these engines
power the 3-Series, with or without turbos. Motor Trend wrote that the inline-6 engines
underhood were "sublime," and TheCarConnection. The base engine is found in models, and
produces horsepower and pound-feet of torque, reports Cars. Edmunds notes the jump up to
the bumps the horsepower up to hp and lb-ft, and Car and Driver reported that the engine was
"exceedingly capable" all the way up to its mph top speed. ConsumerGuide wrote that the BMW
i had smooth power for around-town running and highway passing, but that the had power to
spare with no noticeable lag from the turbos. The i coupe is the fleetest among the 3-Series

range, and ConsumerGuide noted its 4. The BMW 3-Series offers a choice between two
transmissions, a 6-speed manual or 6-speed automatic, the latter can be fitted with steering
wheel-mounted paddle shifters, according to Edmunds. Car and Driver reviewers reported that
all versions are standard with rear-wheel drive, while the some versions offer all-wheel drive,
which BMW calls "xDrive. ConsumerGuide wrote that both transmissions were adequate, but
that the 6-speed automatic hesitates to downshift sometimes when pressed to pass. Despite the
prodigious power, Edmunds reported that most models of the 3-Series were relatively fuel
efficient. The i coupe and sedan models are the most fuel efficient, earning EPA figures of 18
mpg city, 28 highway. The 3-Series drives exceptionally well and deserves its title as one of the
best-handling sedans on the market, according to TheCarConnection. Motor Trend marveled at
its ability to carve canyons at triple-digit speeds or take children to school in the morning.
Automobile Magazine wasn't shy in declaring that the 3-Series was the best driving car in its
class, thanks to good steering and a balanced chassis. ConsumerGuide raved that the BMW
3-Series models are a benchmark for handling, and even in base setup had "sharp moves" and
little lean in turns. Edmunds predicted that the steering and brakes would provide hours of
entertainment on twisty roads and ConsumerGuide agreed, noting that braking was powerful
and stable, with little nosedive. The BMW 3-Series justifies its admittedly high base price with a
combination of wonderful driving dynamics and high-end comfort and quality, although the
BMW 3-Series does lose some points in terms of available cargo space. Seating capacity for the
BMW 3-Series is exactly what you would expect: wagons and sedans hold five, while the smaller
coupe holds four, according to Cars. Predictably, front-seat passengers in the coupe will be
more comfortable than rear-seat riders, TheCarConnection. ConsumerGuide found that head
room and leg room in the 3-Series was good for all but the tallest drivers, and that the seats
were well-bolstered to hold occupants in place during spirited driving. Edmunds wrote that
adults should use the rear seats for short trips only, adding that most will take exception to
being stuck behind the driver or passenger for long hauls. For daily drives, the 3-Series is a
standout in most respects, but the coupe lacks cargo capacity to be all things to all people.
ConsumerGuide wrote that the coupe's small opening won't hold large packages, but it is
helped by standard split-folding rear seats that open up for more room. Split-folding seats aren't
standard on sedan models, but they help maximize the space in the trunk. Edmunds wrote that
the five-door wagon holds the most gear, thanks to more vertical space from the tall hatch. Most
critics have praised the build quality of the 3-Series, noting the luxury-car level of interior
materials and attention to detail. ConsumerGuide wrote that the cabin has soft-touch materials
all the way around, with a sturdy feelâ€”going so far as saying that the car had an "ingot-solid"
construction. Edmunds lauded the materials as "exceptional" and Car and Driver noted the
upgraded materials from the last generation of the 3-Series, which was a high bar that was set
by the automaker. ConsumerGuide and Car and Driver noted the quiet cabin and lack of wind
noise at most speeds. We've found that it takes effort to hear a thrum from noise coming off the
tires, and Car and Driver agreed by saying that the interior is well isolated. ConsumerGuide
found that tire noise was minimal, but that at speed there was some highway noise leaking into
the cabin. You might expect that such sound construction of the BMW 3-Series would lead to
appropriately high crash-test ratings, and in this regard, the 3-Series is good but not quite at the
top of its class. Fortunately, reviews read by TheCarConnection. In fact, the BMW lineup of
3-Series vehicles is one of the top performers of any model in IIHS tests, earning the highest
possible rating, "good," in both the frontal offset and side impact categories. In both driver- and
passenger-side front impacts, the BMW 3-Series merits four out of five stars for occupant
protection. The BMW 3-Series is a technological showcase, and not just for the convenience
features found inside the cabin. The BMW 3-Series also features an array of high-tech safety
gear that constantly monitors the vehicle's performance, as well as the usual passive safety
features that consumers have come to expect. Edmunds reviewers add that "run-flat tires"
come standard, and the "stability control system integrates several features designed to
improve braking performance, such as periodically wiping the brake rotors dry when the
windshield wipers are in use. ConsumerGuide reviewers find on their test drive that "thick front
pillars can obscure vision to the forward corners," but they also note "rear visibility is fine," a
welcome feature for those who loathe navigating parking lots or freeway lane changes. The
BMW 3-Series is both a sportscar and a luxury vehicle, as evidenced by the rather high starting
price, and BMW offers features to match its luxury intentions. Aside from that omission, Cars.
Opting for the i nets that equipment, and more, including inch wheels, xenon headlights, and a
power-adjustable driver's seat with memory. BMW offers a base 3-Series at a relatively
competitive price, although it'd be hard to find a bone-stock car on many lots. Most 3-Series will
be equipped with the Premium Package, which includes leather seating surfaces, Bluetooth
connectivity, and BMW Assist telematics, and auto-dimming mirrors, Edmunds reported. Motor

Trend also claims that "a revised iDrive system with more intuitive menus" is available,
although it's still possible to skip iDrive altogether by not opting for a factory-installed
navigation system, which Car and Driver noted. Although many options are bundled in pricey
packages, it's worth noting that there are a few that can still be added a la carte. Edmunds lists
adaptive cruise control, front and rear parking sensors, active steering models only ,
paddle-shifters, HD and satellite radio, surround sound, and an iPod adapter. Subaru Tesla
Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form
Today! Used Cars. By Make. New 2-Series 3-Series 4-Series 5-Series. X1 X2 X3 X4. X5 X6 X7 Z4.
Used 1-Series 6-Series Z8. New By Year. Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory.
Dislikes Expensive Ultra-hip interior Needs to go on a diet Too much technology. Buying tip
Now that the initial rush to own a first-year model is over, M3s should be more readily available.
Review continues below. Used BMW 3-Series for sale near change location. Continue Reading.
The Car Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell
us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and
more. January 29, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Browse Used Listings in your
area 8. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Used BMW 3-Series cars. All Rights Reserved.
Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. You know this car. The current 3
Series has been around for close to five years, but it remains the target of every automaker
looking to make a name for itself in the mid-size luxury segment -- and it's the standard by
which they are measured. Now, it fills the driveways of the suburbs, the streets of L. This car?
Played out like a Top 40 track. So why devote more space to it? Because all that overexposure
still hasn't diluted it. The BMW i Coupe smartly blends luxury and sport; it's as content zooming
along a winding country road as it is motoring along the bleakest of freeways during those
endless road trips. Part of its flexibility can be attributed to BMW 's much-lauded twin-turbo
straight six under hood. It's an engine that's not long for this world, as a more fuel-efficient,
single-turbo version is in the offing from Munich. We'll miss the twin-turbo's stout powerband
and overall tractability. It's deceivingly smooth -- you'll find yourself climbing well above posted
speed limits if you don't pay attention. It's docile at low rpm, but surges through the tach with
immediacy at a squeeze of the throttle. We averaged Lag is a non-issue. In fact, the i accelerates
as though it has a large displacement engine, not a turbocharged one. Peak torque, lb-ft, is on
tap from rpm. And the claimed hp leads us to believe BMW is being bashful: The last i manual
we tested reached 60 mph in 5. But the acceleration isn't the point. What's most impressive is
the sensation behind the wheel, the ease of disposing the mph shuffle of L. No sporty pretense
here. Revs fall quickly between shifts, a welcome change compared to the abnormal amount of
time many of today's engines take. The clutch, which can feel light at first, offers the right
feedback, while the shifter slots neatly into each cog. The taut ride calls out road imperfections
and changes in surface through the cabin, while the delightfully thick-rimmed steering wheel
transmits the desires of the rubber on the road. Once you fall into the rhythm, every bend
presents an opportunity to drop a gear, buzz redline, and hear the sonorous 3. The upgraded
rollers and Crimson Red paint highlight the sharp lines of the well-proportioned body. The looks
are enough to understand why BMW largely passed on a visual refresh for the 3 Series coupe
last year, instead giving the sedan a substantial facelift with a new front clip, among others
touches. The coupe remains handsome. Interior styling puts the emphasis is on business, not
glamour. The sole embellishment is LED illumination along the doors, adding a graceful line
along the cabin. Quality materials are apparent with every touch, from the plush leather to the
dash. Yet the tiny radio display proved surprisingly adept at scrolling through 30 GB of music.
We wish BMW would adopt a second illumination color: The ever-present orange glow at night
can grow tiresome. And it's a little too easy to mistake the cruise control switch for the turn
signal and flash the high beams at innocent motorists. That's about it. Sure, the 3 Series seems
overhyped at times, but that's because, simply put, it's a very good car. It combines the
desirable elements of an enthusiast's machine with the comfort and ease that make the daily
commute, or the endless road trip, endurable, if not downright pleasant. That's why the current
generation remains the benchmark in its class, some five years on. Close Ad. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Carlos Lago writer. Played out? So is "The Dark Side of the Moon. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Powerful and aggressive, compact sports sedans offer all the car
you need if the focus is on the driving experience instead of pampering passengers. Clearly
visible changes include a new front bumper with friendlier-looking lower air intakes. The front
grille loses its effeminate eyebrows, and the hood gains two pronounced creases, similar to
those on the now-departed Z4 M versions. The front lighting units are accentuated with LED
turn signals encased in a cool-looking grid. The taillights offer a similar effect, and their outer
shapes have been altered to match those of the 3-series coupe. Inside the 3-series, the shapes
and the controls are mostly carried over, but the materials are upgraded to alleviate the

somewhat stark overall appearance. The iDrive system has gone through another round of
simplifications. You can still skip iDrive altogether by not ordering a factory-installed navigation
system. Engines remain unchanged, with the exception of the second most powerful diesel, the
d. We tested this formidable hp powerplant coupled with a six-speed manual. The d performed
extremely well, pulling strongly enoughâ€”even above mphâ€”to make sports-car drivers weep.
It has an identical 3. This unchanged powertrain is exceedingly capable, with instant power on
tap up to its mph cutoff. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top
Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and
Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Monster Diesel, Other U. Engines Unchanged
Engines remain unchanged, with the exception of the second most powerful diesel, the d. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives. So, what is
that light on your dashboard? The following are warning lights and indicators found in vehicles
built by BMW. Click a link to learn more about each one. They are roughly ordered by
importance, which tends to be by color red, amber, yellow, orange, green, blue, gray , but there
are over 50 of them so be patient! Remember that only proper service and repair procedures will
ensure the safe and reliable operation of your car. These posts are for information sharing
purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an OEM service manual or factory authorized
service procedure. We are not in the auto repair business nor do we publish automotive service
manuals. Nothing we include on these pages and posts has been reviewed, approved or
authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology is always changing and what is current
and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and inaccurate tomorrow. And when it comes to
the current state of flux in the auto industry, nothing is more true. Made with by Graphene
Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle navigation DashboardSymbols. Search for:.
Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more. Brake trouble indicators -- click for more. Park
brake indicator -- click for more. Oil warning lights -- click for more. Engine temperature
indicator -- click for more. Seat belt reminder -- click for more. Air bag warning indicator -- click
for more. Security indicator -- click for more. Door ajar indicator -- click for more. Service interal
due or past -- click for more. Check control message -- click for more. Engine malfunction
indicator -- click for more. Engine electronics malfunction indicator -- click for more. Low brake
pad indicator -- click for more. Anti-lock brake system fault indicator -- click for more. Electronic
brake force distribution indicator -- click for more. Tire pressure monitor indicator -- click for
more. Low coolant warning indicator -- click for more. Check gas cap indicator -- click for more.
Stability control indicator -- click for more. Dynam
chevy 350 hei spark plug wiring diagram
trunk motor for cadillac
jeep grand cherokee wont crank
ic stability control indicators -- click for more. Stability control off indicator -- click for more.
Dynamic traction control indicator -- click for more. Transmission or drivetrain trouble indicator
-- click for more. Steerng trouble indicator -- click for more. Frost warning indicator -- click for
more. Low fuel indicator -- click for more. Low washer fluid indicator -- click for more. Automatic
brake hold indicator -- click for more. MDM Indicator -- click for more. Lane keeping indicators -click for more. Collision warning indicator -- click for more. Pedestrian detected indicator -- click
for more. Adaptive cruise control indicators -- click for more. Cruise control indicator -- click for
more. Park distance control -- click for more. Lamp out indicator -- click for more. Fog lamps
activated-- click for more. Automatic high beam indicator -- click for more. Park lamps on
indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam indicator -- click for
more.

